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An architect with clay, potter Brian
Bachman, takes a design-driven ap-
proach to his ceramics, though, he
smiles and humbly admits that his
favorite pieces of art in his home aren’t
his own. By his front entrance sits a
glass piece by Lesley Nolan, Kathy
Wilcox’s enamels are prominently
displayed outside his bedroom door,
and Robin Rodgers’ pottery proudly
sits in a display cabinet mixed with
vintage and contemporary pottery.
This balance between old and new
work really comes across in Bachman’s
collection of prized pieces by Julie
Guyot that utilize vintage decals. 

“Every time I look at them I’m just
reminded of our friendship and col-
laborations,” said Bachman. “I remem-
ber where I was when I got a piece and
that point when you put it up in your
home and realize that it’s the perfect
piece for that place.”

He strives to leave a similar impres-
sion with his own work both in hand
building and throwing clay on the pot-
ter’s wheel. Bachman is inspired by
form and shape in his ceramics. He
might look at a tabletop and envision

how it could be transfig-
ured, turned upside-
down, and shrunken on a
smaller scale to become
an eye-catching platter. 

A member of the Tal-
lahassee Clay Arts or-
ganization, Bachman
revels in the opportunity
to come out of studio

isolation and bounce ideas, problems,
and inspirations off other artists in a
supportive environment. He’s looking
forward to seeing Tallahassee’s im-
mense clay talents highlighted in the
upcoming Tallahassee Clay Arts Studio
Tour. As a participant, Bachman will
share a studio with the artists featured
in his home, Nolan, Wilcox, and Rodg-
ers, on the “Under One Roof” stop in
Saturday-long tour, Nov. 19, from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. 

As a potter, he sees a kind of time-
lessness in the work that is made and
feels an affinity towards the makers of
pieces whose work is now featured in
museums. Whether it’s medieval Euro-
pean pottery, early American pottery,
or a piece from another era, he shares
a similar sentiment that somebody
could pick up one of his own pieces in a
thousand years and wonder about the
person that made that piece. 

“As potters we take mud and we
turn it into something extraordinary,”
describes Bachman. “You’re taking
material that’s been buried in the
ground for thousands or millions of
years, subjecting it to heat and fire,
and decorating it. I really think there’s
a resurgence in longing for people to
have interesting handmade work in
their homes again.”

He takes in the energy from these
art seekers at shows and considers it
affirmation that what he’s done as an
artist has spoken to them in some way.
One of his favorite pieces has con-
tinued to speak to him: a pitcher that
he considers to be as close to perfect as
he probably ever made, a pot that was
formed when he was still a high school
student. 

Bachman is a firm believer that
early success when first learning a
skill is a very strong motivator for

continuing, and that is what has driven
him as an artist. As a student at Rick-
ards High School, he selected pottery
for an elective thinking it would earn
him at least an average grade. Now he
thanks the school’s exemplary arts
program for turning him onto a love
for clay that would stay with him for
the next 40 years. 

“I fell in love with it and spent most
of my free time in the studio from that
point on,” said Bachman. “I think that
most people are in this because they
get some sort of a positive feedback
from many levels of the process. As a
kid, in high school, and even now I
enjoy pinching off a little bit of clay,
manipulating and twisting it, because
there’s something about the tactile feel
of it that provides pleasing feedback.” 

After graduation, he felt fortunate
to land a job in Railroad Square as it
was emerging as a burgeoning artist
community. At the time there were still
light industrial, construction, and car
repair companies inhabiting the ware-
houses, but Bachman arrived every
day at the pottery supply business of
Paul and Ginny Anthony. He learned a
balance of both design techniques and
business from the couple, crediting
Paul Anthony with his architectural
approach to clay, and worked in their
studio for many years. 

This introduction to the professional
pottery world and early experiential
education came in handy while earning
his Bachelor of Fine Arts in ceramics
from the University of Florida. Bach-
man describes having a more function-
al experience in college as he was
aware of the process it took to make,
sell and produce while being exposed
to the finer craft elements in terms of
pushing conceptual boundaries from a
design point of view. When he returned
to Tallahassee, Bachman ventured out

to open his own studio and create work
in his own style. 

“I always try to identify the ev-
eryday rituals people go through in
their daily, weekly, celebratory lives
and create interesting things to fill
those needs,” said Bachman. “I can
remember which potter made the
mugs, bowls, and serving pieces I col-
lect from various shows. They become
like friends in your house, so I try to
create pieces that do that for other
people.” 

During the day he works as an in-
ventory and production manager for
the company GTO, Gates That Open,
and spends the rest of his time in his
home studio working with clay. Clay
can be a technically demanding materi-
al to work with, and Bachman notes
that firing techniques can be unforgiv-
ing at times, finding ways of humbling
him. In his artistic process—whether
it’s as simple as a cup, a mug, a serving
bowl, or a platter—he determines the
approximate size and shape of a piece
and breaks it down into smaller ele-
ments. 

Next, he determines if there will be
a simple or complex glaze, the color
and finish of a ceramic work, depend-
ing on the amount of surface move-
ment or design on the exterior. His
home studio space features a series of
pivot points around the main work
table that provide added mobility, mini-
mizing extraneous time spent moving
materials around. His retail space,
Bachman Studios, combines his wife’s
love of antiques and vintage items with
Bachman’s pottery, with aims of con-
necting people to their living spaces
via unique pieces that will complement
their familial, inherited items. 

“The studio is finding a way to show
people that all those pieces can co-
exist,” states Bachman. “A lot of times
there’s a hesitancy by a particular
customer to say, ‘I like this, but is it the
right size, shape, or color, and will it
really speak to me in that space the
way that it does here?’ So the store is
displayed in a way that combines these
things like an old antique dresser that

will have a couple of vintage pieces
plus some artwork on it.” 

He said the tour is different from a
craft show or a gallery setting because
an attendee can get a feel for how art-
work featured in artists’ homes might
look in a similar space in their own
home. Bachman says even if someone
doesn’t find a piece they like in their
stop, they can take a look at the map
and experience a variety of other stu-
dios, including live demonstrations and
ceramics sold by clay artists of all
backgrounds and ideals. He also sees
the tour as an opportunity to gain one-
of-a-kind backstage access into the
artists’ homes and studios. 

“In this day and age, we’re so re-
moved from the source of things that
surround us,” said Bachman. “You can
go to a warehouse and buy a board and
never have to consider the tree or go to
the grocery and never consider the
farm. In that same way you can go to
an art show or gallery and miss out on
the source and understanding of what
that artist was striving for when they
produced that piece or the space that
they produced the piece in. It’s a really
interesting opportunity to get that
extra level of insight and understand-
ing from the artist.” 

Amanda Sieradzki is the feature
writer for the Council on Culture &
Arts. COCA is the capital area’s um-
brella agency for arts and culture
(www.tallahasseearts.org).
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Potter thrills in creating artistic marvels out of mud
BRIAN BACHMAN

Brian Bachman: “I always try to
identify the everyday rituals
people go through in their
daily, weekly, celebratory lives
and create interesting things to
fill those needs."

If you go
What: Tallahassee Clay Arts Ceramic
Studio Tour
When: 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 19
Where: Various Addresses & Locations
(For Bachman’s “Under One Roof”
location, 6460 Justin Grant Trail, con-
tact 850-942-1252)
Cost: Free
Contact: For more information, call
850-766-2157 or visit www.tally-
clayarts.com/studiotour2016. 

AMANDA SIERADZKI
COUNCIL ON CULTURE & ARTS
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Over the years, I have seen so many
great shows in the intimate club, which
can hold around 120 music fans, that I
have lost count. The standouts include
the New Orleans Suspects, Tallahassee
guitar wizard Rick Lollar, outsider
artist-guitarist Super Chikan and the
hellishly entertaining Mississippi show-
man Bobby Rush.

“That place (the BBC) is like home to
me,” Rush told me two years ago. “I
just do what I want to do when I get
there because I feel at home there.”

New Orleans Suspects bass player
Ray Scanlan also sang the BBC’s prais-
es: “There is no way you can have a bad
gig in here, it’s just one of those places.
And if everybody else went to the same
trouble to find it, you know that they
know good music when they hear it.”

Scanlan is absolutely right. The BBC
is hard to find but impossible to forget.

Unfortunately, not enough people
are making their way up the dirt road
this fall to hear the live musical acts on
the weekends.

‘Keep this jewel alive’ 
The Antons took to Facebook on Nov.

4 with this dire message: “Can’t sugar
coat it. Short, plain and simple: Atten-
dance at the BBC is down so much that
the survival of the club is in jeopardy.
If you haven’t been out in a while, come
on back. If you have been coming out,
we thank you for your continued sup-
port. Please know that we could not
have come this far without you. We
want to continue so please help us keep
this jewel alive!”

So, what’s the problem? Have people
fallen out of love with great live music,
cold beer and fried food?

“Football season sucks the oxygen
out of the room,” Gary Anton said dur-
ing a phone chat. “It has hurt us more
this year than any other year. We
haven’t broken even since football sea-

son started.”
The Downtown GetDowns and Fri-

day Night Block Parties, featuring free
live music, put a drain on Friday nights.

The games kill the audience attendance
on Saturday. The Antons refuse to put
televisions in the club for fans to watch
football because it would be a distrac-
tion.

“Everything is focused on the music
and the band,” Gary said. “We’ve never
had a TV in here and we never will, not
on my watch. I think the bands like it
because it makes for an appreciative
audience.”

Another blow hit the BBC in the
spring when Gary traveled to Shands
Hospital in Gainesville to undergo a
liver transplant. The major surgery,
which had a few post-op complications,
sidelined the Antons for more than
three months. 

“We lost $11,000 at the club in two
months,” Anton said. “We had a nest
egg set aside but it wasn’t enough.
We’re still in the hole.”

The Antons have made a few ad-
justments in hopes of luring the fans
back. They’re starting the shows earli-
er at 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturdays.

The bands will play at lower volumes
because it gets sure enough loud in that
cinder-block shack. The cover charges
— which run in the $15 and $20 price
range — will remain intact.

“The beer prices and cover charge
keep the riff-raff away,” Gary said.

He’s right. In the 23 years that I have
been watching shows the C.C. Club and
the BBC, I have never seen a shouting
match, fist fight or barroom brawl. It’s
the most well-behaved juke joint in the
South.

Don’t lose the history
There are more venues for live mu-

sic in Tallahassee these days after the
opening of the amphitheater in Cas-
cades Park and The Pavilion at the
Centre of Tallahassee. Those places are
fine but they don’t have the rich history
and authenticity of the BBC.

The property where the club stands
beneath the sprawling oaks was Free
Man’s Land in the pre-Civil War days.
Freed slaves used the property as a
farm and gathering spot for music.
During the early 20th century, a gener-
al store was built and the piano was its
centerpiece. After World War II, black
musicians who played The Red Bird
Cafe in Frenchtown headed north to
Bradfordville to keep the party rolling
until sunrise.

In 1964, Allen Henry Jr. built the
concrete building that still stands to-
day. Legend has it such giants as Ray
Charles, B.B. King and Chuck Berry
played shows under its modest roof.
During more recent times, big names
such as Johnny Winter, Bobby “Blue”
Bland and Son Seals have packed the
shack, which is part of the Mississippi
Blues Trail. In 2012, the BBC was sin-
gled out by Downbeat magazine as
“One of the Top International Music
Venues.”

And it’s right here in our backyard.
“The only way it can survive long

term is by people coming through the
door,” Gary said.

Contact Mark Hinson at mhin-
son@tallahassee.com
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Sign at the Bradfordville Blues Club. 

DEMOCRAT FILES 

Portraits of Chicago blues guitarist Hubert
Sumlin (top left), Mississippi Delta and
Chicago blues piano player Willie “Pinetop”
Perkins (top right), Chicago blues harmonica
player James Cotton (bottom left), Blues
guitar producer and writer Steady Rollin’ Bob
Margolin (bottom right) decorate the
Bradfordville Blues Club. 


